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The geometry and spectrum of the one holed torus

P. Buser and K.-D. Semmler

1. Introduction

This paper deals with the question whether isospectral Riemann surfaces can

occur accidentally. Two Riemann surfaces are called isospectral if their length
spectra, i.e. the lists of lengths of ail closed geodesics, are the same. It had been

conjectured by Gel&apos;fand [5] and was later proved in the generic case by Wolpert
[9] that a compact Riemann surface with the Poincaré metric of constant
curvature -1 is determined up to isometry by its length spectrum. But many
isospectral non isometric pairs hâve been found, even with quite small genus [8],
[7], [3], [2]. AH thèse examples are obtained by gluing together building blocks in
two combinatorially différent ways. However, isospectral pairs might also occur,
in some sensé, accidentally.

Hère we make a first attempt to prove that accidentai pairs do not exist, by
investigating how the length spectrum behaves as a function of the parameters in
Teichmûller space. This function is extremely complex, and we shall confine
ourselves to the simplest non trivial case, the Riemann surfaces of signature
(1,1), or one holed tori.

The boundary is supposed to be a simple closed géodésie, the Teichmûller
space has dimension 3. The length spectrum refers to the smooth closed

geodesics, including the boundary géodésie. Geodesics which bounce back at the

boundary are not considered. The resuit is

THEOREM A. Two Riemann surfaces of signature (1, 1) which hâve the

same length spectrum are isometric.

Under the additional hypothesis that the two surfaces hâve the same boundary
length, Theorem A has already been proved by Haas [6]. The other length
spectrum, which includes the geodesics which are reflected at the boundary, will
be considered in a fortheoming paper where the technique is extended to closed
Riemann surfaces of genus 2. We conjecture that Theorem A holds also for the

spectrum of the Laplacian with respect to Dirichlet or Neumann boundary
conditions.

259



260 P BUSER AND K -D SEMMLER

As a byproduct we obtain in section 4 an explicit solution of the moduli
problem for signature (1,1):

THEOREM B. The set of isometry classes of one holed tori is in a natural
\-\-correspondence with the set

F {(c, 6, m) € fR311&lt; c ^ b ^m ^ bc\ c2 + b2 + m2 &lt; Icbm)

In sections 2 and 3 we shall use a Z x Z-holed covering to provide various length
estimâtes. Thèse will be brought together in section 5 to show how isospectrality
is ruled out. In the final section we shall use the Z x Z-holed covering again to
characterize the simple closed geodesics in terms of the canonical generators of
the fundamental group. This characterization has been a guide in our study of the

length spectrum and, although no longer used hère, is of some interest by itself.

2. The one holed torus and its Z X Z-holed covering

A one holed torus is a compact bordered surface of signature (1,1) carrying a

hyperbolic metric of curvature -1 in which the boundary is a closed géodésie. To
simplify the language, T will always stand for a one holed torus. We start by
constructing T via the standard gluing procédure [4]. At the same time we shall
obtain the Fenchel-Nielsen parameters and the Z x Z-holed covering plane. AH

segments will be géodésie, and to simplify notation, we shall use the same symbol
for a segment and for its length.

Let /30, r], y be suitable positive numbers and glue together four identical
rectangular hyperbolic pentagons with sides 0o/2, *, r?/4, *, y/2 as shown in Fig.
1 to obtain a one holed hyperbolic rectangle Q.

Pi

J

&apos;J

y/2

h

n/K

Po/2

M&apos;

&gt;

Q

|

M

Fig. 1
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As is well known (cf. [1]) such pentagons exist for any positive values of y. r]

and the following trigonométrie formula holds

sh -r • sh - ch -. (2.1)

It follows from standard hyperbolic geometry that the redecomposition of Q into
rectangular pentagons is unique. Hence Q is determined up to isometry by y and

r/, which range freely in the interval (0, oc). We shall dénote by /?,&apos;,, y, /?0, y&apos; the
sides of Q (Fig. 1). The &quot;hole&quot; is 77.

Now think of Q as being realized by an ordinary one holed rectangle in (R2

which is parallel to the standard coordinate axes. Translate Q in the vertical
direction to tesselate a Z-holed strip 5{) with copies Q()] (y e Z) of Q. Then
translate S{) to tesselate a Z x Z-holed plane 2t with copies 5, of So (i e Z) resp with
copies QtJ of Q as indicated in Fig. 2, where each S, is shifted against S,_, by
oc - y/2, a e M being a free parameter, called twist parameter. SE carries the

hyperbolic structure of the Q,f and

r zxz
has a natural action on SE by isometries such that the Qu are fundamental
domains.

We define T(rj, y, a) to be the marked surface 3£/F where the marking
consists of recalling the parameters y], y, oc which hâve lead to the construction of
T{r\, y, oc). Sides y and y&apos; of Q yield a closed géodésie on T(rj, y, a) which we
also dénote y. The set

y={r(?j, y, a)\ri, yeM+, aeU}
is the Fenchel-Nielsen-model of the Techmùller space of Riemann surfaces of
signature (1,1) [4].
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In order to express the twist parameter a in terms of the length of a closed

géodésie, consider P e y c Q and P&apos;ey&apos;cjJ with the orientée distance

(later on we shall restrict ourselves to 0 ^ a ^ 5).

Connecting P and P&apos; with the midpoints M&apos; and M of /?orespj8() we obtain
two isometric rectangular triangles with base /8/2 and angle cp at P resp. P&apos; for
which the following formulae hold

chf-chf.chf (2.2)

(2.3)

Since each S, is shifted against S^i by oy/2, point P&apos; of Qt^lj+i matches with
point P of Qip and it follows that segments PM&apos; and MP&apos; together define a

smooth closed géodésie P on T(r)y 7, a) whose length is determined by (2.2).
The two geodesics 7 and p will be used as canonical generators of the

fundamental group. Now define

where /? is calculated in terms of (r), 7, a) via (2.1-2).
It is easy to see that 9 contains each one holed torus T. In fact, it suffices to

eut open T along the shortest non boundary géodésie and then drop common
perpendiculars between the boundary geodesics to find the above one holed

rectangle Q. That, in fact, two différent tori in 9 are not isometric will be proven
in section 4.

Some of our arguments will use PSL(2, R). Consider the transformations of
the upper half plane H {z e C | Im z &gt; 0} which are given by the matrices

f ch h cos q) • sh -— — sin2 cp - sh

mj3 m/3 mp f-sh-~- ch — -cosç? sh— / (2.5)
JL &lt;L JL

&apos;

V 0
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where q&gt; is the angle between y and /3 at P (Fig. 1). Bm is the m-th power of

B^B1 and C is the n-th power of C Cl. The traces are trB 2ch-,
ytrC 2ch-. The fixed points of C are 0,oo and those of B are ±l-cos&lt;p. It

follows that the axes of B and C intersect at an angle q&gt;&gt; and there exists a

universal covering H—&gt; T(î], y, a) for which C and B are the generators of the
deck group which correspond to the generators y and j3 of the fundamental group
of T T(rj, y, a); Ha simply connected domain in H.

Any closed géodésie w on T is known to be freely homotopic to a word
j3&quot;*iy&quot;i... p»*kynk yyhjçh js detemiined up to conjugation in the fundamental

group. Moreover, since geodesics which differ by parametrization are not
distinguished, two such words represent the same géodésie if and only if one is

conjugate to the other or to the inverse of the other. The length of co is given by

Ch 1e0 \|tr ^miC&quot;&apos; * &apos; * BmkCn% (2.6)

We shall use the notation

and abbreviate

b ||0||,c ||y||,e H»?||, m

/

(cf. (2.1), (2.3)). We shall compute some lengths via matrices:

2.7 LEMMA. Let T T(r\, y, a) e 9. Then

(i)
(ii)
(HO

(iv) ||j8y&quot;|| ch(^y).ch^0; Wy&quot;\\^Wy\\ if «#0,-1
(v)
(vi)
and the two words in (vi) represent différent closed geodesics.
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R &amp; ocy
Proof. From (2.2), (2.3) we obtain sh ^ • cos cp ch ~ • th -~. Since 0 ^ a ^ \,

this implies

This yields the inequality in (i). The remaining statements follow from direct

computation with (2.5), (2.6).

The next lemma will play a crucial rôle in the study of the length spectrum.

2.8 LEMMA

(i) ch2- l(e + l) 2cbm + l-c2-b2-m2.
4 2

(ii) // T{r\y yya)e&amp; then Kc^b^m^bc.
(iii) In the domain Kc^b^m^bc the fonction (c, b, m)—» 2 cbm + 1 — c2 -

b2 — m2 is monotone increasing in ail 3 variables.

Proof. (i) Write ch2~ sh2^ • sh2^- A2, where A2 (m-bc)2, (2.7(i)), and
T&quot; Zd Zj

check. (ii) c =^ fe is from the définition of 9\ the remaining inequalities are from
2.7(i). (iii) The partial derivatives are positive.

3. The bottom of the spectrum

We define Sp(T) to be the increasing séquence of ail ||a&gt;||, where eu runs
through the primitive closed geodesics of T. We split Sp(T) into the disjoint
subsequences

3.1 LEMMA A. The values e, e + 2c2, c + 2ec occur in Sp&apos;4 (T), and c + 2ec at
least twice. If \\co\\ occurs in SF4 (T) and co^r) then ||co|| ^ min {e + 2c2, c -h 2ec}.
(Te 9).

Proof Clearly e \\rj\\eSpA (T). From 2.7 e -h 2c2 H/Sr^-&apos;yll and c-h
2ec \\pY2P~ly~~l\\ ll^y-^-yil. Looking at the Z x Z-holed covering S of 7
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we see that each of the three words has a lift in 2£ which stays in one of the strips
Sn say in 50. By standard hyperbolic geometry the lift of the corresponding
géodésie stays in 5() as well, and we obtain the first statement.

As for the second, let ||o&gt;|| e Sp^4 (T), co ^ rj. As before, co has a lift cb in 2f
which stays in Si&gt;. We think of S() as being realized by a vertical strip in M2. For
each QOj in 50 we dénote by op o] the common perpendicular from the hole in
QOj to the left resp. the right vertical boundary géodésie of S()y and by fi} the side
of &lt;2o/ which is a lift of j30. There are two cases:

a) cb has local maxima (like e.g. point M in Fig. 3a). Then œ also has local
minima and therefore cb has two subarcs whose projections in T intersect in only
finitely many points, where each arc À looks as follows (Fig. 3a): À is contained in
some QOj. It starts on /37 or /3/+i, crosses one of the perpendiculars or o] and ends

on the other.
Let the endpoints of À move freely on j3; resp. fiJ+] and on a; resp. o&apos;n and let

À&apos; c Q()J be the unique minimal curve in this homotopy class. We obtain a

rectangular hexagon with sides of length j30, y/2, *, À&apos;, *, y, for which

ch X&apos; sh y • sh y-
• ch j80 - ch y • ch ^. (3.2)

([1]) For the hexagon with sides jS0, y/2, *, rj/2, *, y/2 (half of Q0/) we hâve

similarly

The two formulae together yield ch À ^ ch À&apos; c -f 2ec which proves Lemma A in
this first case.

b) cb has no local maxima and minima. Since a&gt; # y&quot;, a&gt; intersects some of the
Oj as well as some of the o] and we find two subarcs of cb with projections in T

&amp;

Si i

Fig 3a
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intersecting in only finitely many points, where each arc A looks as foliows (Fig.
3b): For some/, A starts on o^x (or c^&apos;-i) crosses /3; and ends on o) (resp. a,). Let
again the endpoints of Â move freely on o^\y o) (resp. o)-Xi a}) and take the
minimal curve A&apos; in this homotopy class. For symmetry reasons we obtain two
isometric trirectangles with sides of length A 72, *, y/2, j80/2 (Fig. 3b). By
trigonometry ([1])

shy ch^-sh|. (3.3)

Together with (2.1) we obtain

l + 2h2^

2c2 + 2 ch2 r?/4 - 1 2c2 + e

Hence ||o&gt;|| ^ 2c2 4- e which proves Lemma A also in the second case.

3.4 LEMMA B. Let T e 9. If \\o)\\ occurs in Spfî (T) and if co is not
representable by y, j8, j3y~\ then \\œ\\ ^ ||j8y|| bc + A.

Proof. Let ôbea lift of œ in 2t. We consider two cases.

a) â&gt; has locally left most points (like e.g. point L in Fig. 4a). Then cb also has

locally right most points and, since co intersects y we find two subarcs of &amp; whose

projections in Tintersect in only finitely many points, and where each arc Â looks
as follows (Fig. 4a): A is contained in one of the strips St. It starts on one of the

perpendiculars v which connect neighbouring holes in 5,, then crosses another
such perpendicular and ends on one of the two vertical boundary geodesics of 5,,

say on y,.
Let the endpoints of A move freely on v and y,, and take X&apos; minimal in this

homotopy class. We obtain a rectangular hexagon with sides of length j8(), *, A&apos;,

R
*&gt; ~^y kï&gt; where k e N\{0}. By the same formula as in (3.2) and (2.1) we hâve

ch|(2sh|°-ch*r-2shî|&quot;-l)
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Fig. 4b

By Lemma 2.8

(3.5)

and by (2.7(ii)) and (2.2) ||j8y|| ^ b(2c - 1) *s ch ^ • (2c - l)(c + l)/2. Altogether
0)

we find ch — 2* ch A ^ ch k&apos; ^ ||/ïy || which proves Lemma B in the first case.

b) &amp; has no locally left and right most points. Then œ is representable by a

word of the form /?yni/3yn2 • • • j8yn*. In view of Lemma 2.7 and the hypothesis in
Lemma B we may restrict ourselves to the case that k ^ 2. If k 2 we may
suppose in addition that nx $ {0, -1} or n2 $ {0, -1}. We consider the particular
case k 2 first and assume w.l.o.g. that nt $ {0, -1}.

Hère â) can be chosen to hâve the foliowing properties (Fig. 4b): œ is

contained in So U Sx with its endpoints on the vertical boundary geodesics y0 and

y2 of So U S!. It connects the perpendicular v between the holes of Qqq and Q0l in
So with the perpendicular v&apos; between the holes of Qlni and ôi,n,+i in Si and
intersects no further such perpendicular. Let the endpoints of cb move freely on
y0 and y2, and let À&apos; be minimal in this homotopy class.

By symmetry, À&apos; forms two isometric trirectangles with sides of length
2 l«i + oc | y, /30, *, A72. By the same formula as in (3.3) and by (2.7(iv))

sh ï-*e
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By (2.1) and (3.5)

,2j8(, r î 2c2-c-n î
sh — ^ max i &gt; &gt; -.2 l(c-l)(c + l) c + 1 J 4

À&apos;

Since ||co|| ^ch—- we hâve thus proved that

for ail nl(n2eZ.

It remains to consider the geodesics represented by py&quot;1 • • • j3y&quot;\ k ^ 3. Hère a&gt;

contains two subarcs A,ju whose projections in Tintersect in at most finitely many
points and which hâve the following properties: A is contained in 5()US,
Connecting y0 with y2, and \i is contained in S2 Connecting the vertical boundary
geodesics y2, Y3 (Fig. 2). Clearly fi ^ j30. And by (2.2), since lef,

i.e. po^y/2. We may therefore replace ju by an arc \if ^ /i on y2 such that A U ju&apos;

projects to a closed curve in T which is representable in the form j3y&quot;lj8y&quot;2. Since

|M| ^A + ^A + m&apos;s* ||i8y&quot;7?y&quot;2|| ^ ||i8y||,

Lemma B is now fully proved.

4. The space of one holed ton

As remarked in section 2, every one holed torus T occurs in 9. We shall now
use Lemma B to prove that the éléments in 9 are pairwise non isometric.

To this end observe that every simple closed géodésie in T e 9 except r]
intersects y. Hence it follows from Lemma B that the three smallest members of
the séquence Sp(T) which belong to simple closed non boundary geodesics are
precisely c, b, m where c^b^m. Therefore, if T, T&apos; e 9 are isometric then T
and T&apos; hâve the same values of c, b, m. Since the parameters r\, y, a are uniquely
determined by c, 6, m (via (2.1), (2.2), (2.8(i))), T is T&apos;. This proves Theorem B.

In view of (2.1), (2.2) we may rewrite 9 in the form
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where

y
/(a-, y) shf

This function is monotone increasing in y if 0^ a ^\. An even simpler form is

obtained if c, b, m are used as parameters: By Lemma 2.8 we hâve

1&lt; c ^ b ^ m ^ bc,

and since ch - &gt; 1 also
4

c2 + b2 + m2 &lt; 2cbm.

Conversely, if three numbers c, b, m satisfy thèse inequalities then 262(c - 1)^
2cbm—m2^b2c2 by the monotonicity of the function m-*2cbm — m2 in this
domain. Hence, (2.8(i)), (2.1) and (2.2) allow to solve for rj, y, a with, in fact,
rj, y &gt; 0; 0 ^ a ^ \ and y ^ p. Thus we hâve 1-1 correspondences between

F= {(c, by m)eU^\ Kc^b ^m^bc;c2 + b2 4- m2 &lt;2cbm)

and 9 and the set of isometry classes of one holed tori. (Theorem B).

5. Proof of Theorem A

For Te 3^y the spectrum is an increasing séquence L Sp(T) of twspectral
lines&quot; where four of them are labeled e, cf b, m and the others will be considered
unlabeled. L has the following properties.
(i) Ail lines smaller than min {e + 2c2; c 4- 2ec\ bc} are labeled.

(ii) Ifb^e then m ^min {e 4-2c2; c + 2ec; bc}
(iii) Kc^b^m^bc.
(iv) e Acbm + 1 - 2c2 - 2b2 - 2m2.

(v) L 5/?lits into two disjoint increasing subsequences Sp&apos;4 {T)&gt; Sp^ (T), where
Sp* (7) {c, 6, m, .} and where Sp^4 (7) {c, e 4- 2c2, c 4- 2ec, c +
2ec} ifc&lt;eresp. Sp-4 (T) {e, c 4-2ec, c + 2ec, ,e4-2c2, .}

(vi) Sp&quot;4 (T) is a function of c and e alone.
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Proof. (i) and (v) are from Lemmata A, B. (vi) holds because SpA (T) lives

on the 3-holed sphère obtained by cutting open T along y, whose geometry is

determined entirely by y and rj. (iii) is (2.8(ii)) and (iv) is (2.8(i)). To prove (ii)
suppose on the contrary bc^e + 2c2^b + 2c2. It follows that b(c — 1)5* 2c2.

Since m ^ b we conclude (cf. 2.8(iii))

which is impossible for c &gt; 1.

In view of (i)-(iii) the labeling in the séquence L has one of the following
forms (L is ordered by size)

(1) L {c, by m, ey .} with m&lt;e.

(2) L {c, by ey m,. .} with b&lt;ey

(3) L {c, e, by m, .} vwf/i c &lt; e,

(4) L {e,c,. ,6,. ,m, .}.

(The dots indicate that there may or may not be unlabeled lines in between).
Now let T&apos; e 9 hâve the same spectrum as T. Then some other four lines in L are

labeled e\ c&apos;, b\ m&apos;, (i)-(vi) hold for T&apos;, too, and the new labeling also has one

of the forms (l)-(4). We shall prove that

(*) c c&apos;y b b&apos;, m=m&apos;.

By section 4 this implies T T&apos; and will prove Theorem A. Our main argument
is the following conséquence of (iv).

(vii) If c^c&apos;, b^bf, m^m&apos; where at least one inequality is strict, then e &lt;e&apos;.

(For the proof use increasing functions t-*c(t)y b(t)y m(t) satisfying
b(t)^m(t)^b(t)-c(t); O^t^l with boundary values c, by m and c&apos;&quot;, b\ m&apos;y

and apply 2.8(iii)).
We proceed by cases. If the labeling for Thas form (1), then (vii) implies that

the labeling for T1 has the same form, and (*) is obvious. The same argument
works if the labeling for T has form (2). If both labelings hâve the same form (3)

or (4), then (vi) implies SpA (T) SpA (T&apos;) so that SpB (T) SpB (Tf) and
follows from (v). It remains the case that one labeling has form (3) and the other
has form (4) where we may assume w.l.o.g. c &lt;e so that simultaneously

L {c e e + 2c2, c -h 2ec, c 4-2ecy ..} with c&lt;e

l — [p* rf .* * * c&gt; +2p&apos;r&apos; \
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We shall lead this to a contradiction. First observe that c&apos; + 2ec&apos; ^e&apos; +2c&apos;2 so

that by (i)

b&apos;c&apos; ^c + 2ec

(since line c + 2ec has no &apos;-label). Hence b&apos; ^ — + 2c&lt;e + 2c2, and we obtain

from (v) that L {c, e, b, .} {ef, c&apos;, b&apos;, .} with b b&apos;&lt;e + 2c2. Next
c c

observe by (iii) that m ^ bc b rc &apos; - ^ (c 4- 2ec) • - &lt; e + 2c2 so that by (v)
e e

L= {c, e, by m, .} {e&apos;, c&apos;, b\ m&apos;}. This contradicts (vii), and Theorem A is

proved.

6. Simple closed curves

6.1 DEFINITION. A finite séquence of nonzero integers Nt, Np is said to
hâve small variation if sums of m consécutive éléments never differ by more than
±1:

for ail m,X,K {indices modp).

Thus the séquences 5, 5, 5, 4 and 5, 5, 5, 4, 5, 5, 5, 4, 5, 5, 4 hâve small
variation, but 5, 5, 5, 3 and 5, 5, 5, 4, 5, 5, 5, 4, 5, 4 hâve not. Observe also that
no change of sign occurs.

6.2 THEOREM. Let y, j8 ejzx{T) be canonical generators of the fundamental
group of a one holed torus T. Then every non trivial simple closed curve co on T
can, after suitably renaming the generatorsy be represented by one of the following
words.

(i) a)* y
(ii) co^ypy-&apos;p-1

(iii) &lt;o* yP^yP* &apos; &quot; YPNp

where the séquence Nlt Np has small variation.
Conversely, each of thèse words is homotopic to a multiple of a simple closed

curve.
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In the above, &quot;renaming&quot; means that we interchange y, fi and/or replace a

generator by its inverse.

Proof. We use the Z x Z-holed covering 3f which we visualize as a small

e-neighbourhood in M2 of the grid

G {(xu x2) e M2 | Jtj e Z or x2 e 1}

In this model of 2t, the vertical lines {{xu x2) \ xx m}, m € Z are lifts of y and
the horizontal lines {(xlf x2) | jc2 n}, n e Z are lifts of /?. the deck transformation

group F consists of the mappings (jtj,x2)*-*(xi + kf x2 + /), ky l e Z.

Now let û&gt;* represent a simple closed curve wonT and assume co* cannot be

put into form (i) or (ii) by renaming the generators. Then

with ail exponents =£ 0. Since the space y U j8 is a déformation retract of T and
since co is simple it follows that the curve ca* (cyUjS) has only inessential self
intersections in the sensé that arbitrarily small homotopies in T remove ail self
intersections of co*. Accordingly each lift &lt;*&gt;*&lt;= G of co* has but inessential
self intersections and any two lifts intersect but inessentiaily. (Otherwise the
intersection projects to a self-intersection of co). An inessential intersection is

shown in Fig. 5b, the intersections of the bold and dotted lines in Fig. 5a, 5c are
essential.

We proceed by eliminating cases. By °subsequence of co&quot; we also mean

séquences like yMppNpYM&apos;PNl etc.

STEP 1. AU \Nt\ 1 or ail |M,| 1

Proof. If for some i and ;, |A^|^2, a given lift of w* in G contains a

horizontal and a vertical segment of length ^2. Using a suitable deck transformation

we find two lifts of co* which, at some point, intersect like in Fig. 5a. This is

impossible if co is simple.

5a Fig 5b Fig 5c
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Fig 6a Fig 6b Fig 6c

We may from now on assume that, say ail |M,| 1

STEP 2 a)* contains no séquence yt/3Ny~e with \N\^2, e ±1

Proof Using deck transformations agam, we would find two lifts of w* which
mtersect hke in Fig 5c

STEP 3 a)* contains no séquence yeflày~e with e, ô e { — 1, 1}

Proof Let such a séquence, say y lf}y be given Select a lift of co* It
contains a &quot;local minimum&quot; as shown in Fig 6a, b, c and consequently also a
local maximum

Figure 6a shows a local minimum which corresponds to the séquence
P~ly~lpyp~] If we try to continue this curve without introducing essential

intersections and without allowing to wnte yy
l or f}{}~1 we would

hâve to circle around the same square infinitely often Hence the configuration of
Fig 6a does not occur (recall that cd* is already assumed to be not of type (n))
Accordingly, the local minimum must be &quot;casserole shaped&quot; hke in Figs 6b, 6c,
and moreover, because of Step 2, the local maximum is also a casserole, upside
down A deck transformation bnngs the two casseroles together hke in Fig 6b or
6c In Fig 6b, the intersection is essential, in Fig 6c we hâve the same

continuation problem as in Fig 6a Hence casseroles do not occur This proves
Step 3

Because of Step 2 and 3 we may from now on assume that

a)* yPNypN yf}N&gt;

STEP 4 The séquence Nu Np has small variation

Proof Assume on the contrary that \NX+ Nm-(Ni+l+ +N/+W)|2*2
for some / and m (indices modp) Choose again a lift of co*

The parts of the lift in G which correspond to y/3Nl y(3N resp
ïPN&apos; &apos;

yPN&apos; hâve height m, the directed horizontal différences of their
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endpoints differ by at least 2. Hence a decktransformation may bring the parts
together such that they start and end both at the same altitude but such that one
of them starts on the left and ends on the right of the other. This causes an
essential intersection. The first part of the theorem is now proved.

As for the second part let two lifts of œ* be given where œ is primitive and of
type (iii). If co does not lie in the homotopy class of a simple closed curve, thèse

lifts can be found such that they hâve an essential intersection. This is only
possible if two stair like parts occur with the same height but with horizontal
lengths differing by at least 2. Theorem 6.2 is now proved.
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